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Energy blast volley

HOMING KI BLAST BARRAGE WHAT IF YOU HAD FULL POWER ENERGY BLAST VOLLEY, BUT IT WAS GOKU STARTING TO MOVE GOOD COMMENT SHARE ALL KINDS - TURTLE HERMIT SOLDIER (KING MOSS) 1, CAPTAIN Ginyu, Turtle Hermit Gi (No Character) 1, Tortoise Hermit GI (No Character) 2,
Tortoise Hermit GI (No Character) 4 and Customize PartnersTruk (Kid) - Green Parka and Yellow Hoodigohan (Toddler) - Customised PartnersGohan (Adult) - Customized PartnerGohan (Future) - Customized PartnersGo Stan - Turtle Her 1Piccolo-Customized PartnerCrillin-Tortoise Hermit G4 and Customized
Partnertein-Qipao and Customized PartnerYamacha-Turtle Hermit GI1 and Customized Partnerssabman-Sabman 1, Caverman, Kyukonman, Copyman, Tennenman and Saibaman 2Raditz - Customized Partnernappa - Customized PartnerVegeta - Battle Suit 4, Battle Suit 6, Battle Suit 7, Whistle Symbol Battle Suit and
Customized PartnersPren of Destruction Vegga - Training Suit 1 Jerban - Customised Partnerdoria - Customized Partner Ginu - Battle Suit 1 , Battle Suit 3 &amp; Customized PartnersAppule - Appule, Ramon &amp; Orleans - Customized PartnerLord Slug - Customized Partnerfreeza (1st Form) - Customized
PartnerFreeza (Final Form) - Final Form 2Cooler (Final Form) - Customized PartnerAndride 17 - Favorite Clothing 2Andride 18 - Skirt Style 1, Skirt Style 2 &amp; Customized Partnercell (Perfect) - Perfect 1 &amp; Customized Partnerwidel - Noted Village Traditional Costume 2 and Customized PartnerMajin Buu -
Customized Partner God of Destruction Bears - God of Destruction Fabric 2 and Customized Counterpartborderock - Customized PartnerMira - Universe 7 Clothing 1 &amp; Universe 7 Clothing 2Bojack - Customized PartnersJusu - Customized PartnerFu - Scientist's Clothes &amp; Customized Partner Projectiles,
Barrage, Tracking, 1-29 hits, knockbacks attack with a barrage of explosions of powerful! Full Power Energy Blast Volley is one's Blast Ultimate Attack used by most characters. The properties user shoots out several Ki bullets in a cone in front of themselves over a rather large amount of time. The bullets will track if it's
used out of a knockback, dealing a total of 20% losses across all 29 hits. USS Tips This is a decent starting skill that can be used with a lot of knockbacks for some damage. Due to long-lasting and projectile tracking, it can be difficult to escape with some evasive skills. A useful tip is for a knockback attack, so the use of
this ultimate.it will not spread, instead will fire on the enemy for a while. Community content is available under CC-by-SA unless otherwise noted. Hey, Happy Christmas Eve! I just uploaded a video to show you how to use the full power energy blast volley as so many people don't use this as they think it's bad when they
don't really know how to use it properly. This is a very effective and accurate step when used correctly! Techniques, Aggressive Techniques, Energy Barrage Techniques Shared Directory: Technology → Aggressive Techniques → Sustainable Energy Bullet Full Power Blast volley (フ パワ連続エネギ弾, Furu pawa
renjoku enrugi-dan, lit. Continuous full power energy bullets) is a variation of the full power energy barrage wave. It was named in the Budoki Tenkachi series. Overview The user fires a flurry of explosions of large, bright that are more powerful than the average energy volley. It is useful for causing quick, effective, as well
as massive accumulation of damage to enemies. The difference with the full power energy barrage wave is that users don't take their hands while firing it. The waves themselves just chase the opponent. The use and combined full power energy explosion volley of Power Angelela and Medamacha is used for the first
time in dragon ball z: Lord slug by Angelela and Medamacha against Piccolo while he is protecting Gohan. Android 14 and Android 15 use a variation of the full power energy blast volley called energy squib. Dabra uses the attack during the fight against Majin Bulu. In the Dragon Ball GT, Super Saiyan Goku uses
technology during his battle against meta-rialdo. After Gogen punches him during his fight, Baby uses full-strength energy blast volley while he's buried down the broken road. As baby Vegeta, he uses the full-power energy blast volley against Uub, as well as later in an attempt to defeat Super Saiyan 4 Goku. While firing,
the baby yells die! With each explosion in a fast motion. Unfortunately for the child, his attack has no effect on Goku. Video game appearances Gohan used a full power energy blast volley at Budoki Tenkachi 3 GT Goku in the Budoki Tenkachi series, Along with Gohan, Gohan, Gotten, Raditz, Guldo, Android 18, Android
17, Dabra set it on fire with both hands, while baby Vegeta uses only one hand like how the Turils fire its full power energy barrage wave. Dabra's attack is called Hate Ray Cannon in the Budoki series and he also used this Renjoku Energy Dan technique in the Budoden series, the Budoki Tenkachi series and the fiery
blast chain. Gohn's version is called Gekiretsu Hadan in Dragon Ball Z: Supersonic Warriors 2 and he fires it with one hand like baby. Also in Supersonic Warriors 2, when Captain Ginyu summons him, Guldo uses a version to guide the psycho triangle which he rivals using his telekinesis. Goku fires his full-power energy
blast volley into zenvers in Dragon Ball Zoverz, a common ultimate skill used by many fighters, including future warrior, who have it as their default ultimate skill. Interestingly, all five members of the Gino Force have this technique as a final skill in the second skill of each member (Rekum, Barter, Jes, Guldo and Gino). In
Dragon Ball Zenvers 2, it returns as a common ultimate skill used by many fighters that makes it one of the most used ultimate skills with full power energy wave. Like Xenoverse, it's the future warrior The ultimate skill. Gallery Angelila and Medacha fire full-strength energy explosions of Volleysangila and Medamacha hit
Picolodbad Ray Topadbad firing Het Ray Tonpadbad fires his hate ray cannon at The Mazin Bugohan, using his gekiretsuhan in Hirudegarangohan to use his Gekiretsuhadan on hirudgargungohan's Gekiretsuhadan blasts. Gohan's GekiretsuhadanGoku's full power energy blast volley has been blocked by Hyper Meta-
Rialdo's Energy Shieldgoku, alleging his full power energy blast WaziG Goku fires full power energy blast volley in meta-rialdobaby's Full Power Energy Blast Volley Shot in Gottensuper Baby Wedge 2 Using Full Power Energy Blast Volleysuper Baby Vanaspati 2 Firing Full Power Energy Blast Volleyballo Supersonic
Warriors Baby's Full Power Energy Blast In Waleguldo's Psycho Triangle 2 Gohan's Gekiretsu Hayden in Supersonic Warriors 2Super Baby Vegeta 2 accused of assault raging explosion in Budoki Tenkachidbad his hate ray cannon charges in fiery explosion in Piccolo Cannon Firing 2A Kaiwareman uses a full power
energy blast VolleyFuture tights' full-power energy blast volley to blast its full power energy in XenoverseFuture tights firing your full power energy blast volley its full in XenoverseAppule Power Energy Blast VolleyAdd This gallery uses a photo for reference techniques aggressive techniques energy barrage techniques are
available under community materials CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. More Dragon Ball Wiki 3 0 Velocidade:1000Km/sPoder: Essa tequinha não é tão forte mais poder ser ú caustil pora da sua velocidade é por causa que ele dar um dano medio. o usuário dispara vazadas de grandes explosöes de Ki brilhantes que
sao mais poderosas que a mestam de energia média do. É útil para rápida, eficaz, e também provoca grandes acumulaççes de danos aos inimigos. A déflesca com o full power energy barrage wave é que o usuário não trick suas mãos ao dispará-lo. As próprias ondas perseguem o oponente. Oponante.
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